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The inverse of the matrix A(T, q) = (aij(T, q)). aii(T, q) = (‘+“I, i, j = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, is studied 
and an application of it considered. 
The mattix A=, qj:=(3)9 i,j=O, I,. .., n-l, T=(T~,~~,.  .,T,_.), 7i a 
positive integer, occurs in seyreral places in combinatorics and coding. In such 
applications it is often useful 70 have the inverse of the matrjx. Using ?,zgrange 
interpolation methods a general formula for this is not difliculr to obtain as we 
show in the remainder of this section. However, for certaio values of Tj it is 
possible by different methods to derive simpler formulas. This ,is done in the next 
sect&n for the case 7j = T i- qj: q = 1,2. The final section considers a~; applic;Ition 
of this qecial case to the weight enumerstion of extreraal codes. ‘ahe matrix .4 (I) 
is nonsIngular iff the TV are disinct, which we will assume to be the case. To find 
the inverse of A (T), define the Lagrange inlerqolation polynomial 
and note that I,,.,(rS) = 6,. Expand this polynomial in the b&s 
(r_)_JiX4)~. .(x--j+ 1) ---____ 
a.! ’ j! 
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ati, in partikuhir 
n-l 
d L,(k)= c +Nf) 
j=O 
Multiplying this equation by (-l)“k(:) and summing over k yields 
z - 1 n-l n-1 
c (-lY-k(iL,(k!= c 4j(T) I: (-3.)f+k(:)'r)=a~~(7}, 
k=O j-0 k=O 
IJsing the binomial identity 
fis (- l)“k($Q = ajl. 
k-0. 
The matrix A’(r) = (a$:~)) is the inverse of A(T) and the formula 
ag*j = (-1)’ “t;’ (-l)k(L) ;e; s 
k=O J 1 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
is convenient and general. In instances where there is regularity to the inte;gew Ti 
it i; possible to derive formulae without products which in some cases may be 
more convenient. 
lhis work was motivated by the material in MacWilliams and Sloane (Chapter 
6, [‘7]). There, an expression for the solution to a set of equations of the form 
A (7,~ = 6, for a particular vector 6 and a general vector s.. Here we are interested 
in finding explicitly the inverse of /J(T) when the Ti are evenly spaced, an 
interesting case for many problems of t-oding and combinatorics. 
A particular case of the matrix A(T), which appears in certain applications, 
ocxws when rj=r+qj, i=O, 1,. . . , n - 1 and, in this case, we denote the matrix 
by A(T, 9) and its inverse by B(r: 9) = (bij(T, 4)). TWO sinple observations simplify 
the calculations. From 0-i definition of tbe Lagrange ir terpolation formula 
n-l n-l 
L,+qi(7+k)'T x bij(T, b!:('+k)=Lqi(k)= C bij(0, (J)(r) 
j=O j-0 
and 
R(T, cIjA:T, 1) = B(O: qM(O,l) 

ll@ Ii& .%!a~, A Meikman 
Observe first that for ‘q = 1 the function L+i(k) in (I ,2) cm be calculated: 
if k-9-= i, 
if :r S ri 
~r+n-1, k-&i, 
(althopgh since T is assumed a positive integer, this last case never :&es). 
Similariy, for q = 2 expre!aions can be obtained. These expmssions tend to be 
M~atid to deal stir msi,thcznafzicaily ;dthough computationally (1.2) is conve- 
nient. The next two lemmas give simple exp&ssions for B(T, 1) and B(O, 2). 
PM& It is snffitient to sh.ow that 
IAfr, ~)B(T, l),Iu, = y ( 7 ypy4-kn-fk (‘-+ ;- ‘)( I ” k) = & 
I-0 1zJ ’ i 
Interchanging the order of summation gives 
(-$$; (‘+;--‘) ~;(-.l,,(‘;i:)(‘;? 
=(_..,;;-fk 7-11-l 
*_o ( I ,g-ufyk)!‘;q 
since i’ -+ k is constrained to be less thS3n u - 1. Using the identity ([l], formula 
3.47) 
:~~--l,,il:k)(“?,c-I)!‘Lli_ ;_,) 
3 
it follto3ps immediately that 
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For i>lk let s=J - I- >O and consider the express&x 
n-l-k 
6% W(T lhk = cc )( 
I=0 
-1 ' "f-')i,:,) 
using formula 3.181 of [l]. 
Lemma 3 
b,((), 2) = (--i;i+j 
Proof. Again it is sufficient to show that 
Interchanging summations and. using (3.64) of [I] gives 
n-1 
!-2)kak @j&i 
n-1 
=(-2)*k!;k&jp (2’;k)(-~~‘(i’1)2”i 
n-l 
=(-1)kk2k-i~(-l)i&21;k)(i!~) 
I=k 
and this is zero for k > i, while for k = i, it is equal to 
(.-I)‘&$ 1. 
Setting s = i - k > 0 and m = I - k, (2.4) can be written 
(2.4) 
nr 
We considrzr an application of the results of the previous section to au 
interesting problem in coding theory. Let V,,(q) denote the v:ctor space of 
n-tuples over the kite fi.eld of order q, GF(q). The (Hamming) -weight w(x) of 
x E V,(q) is the: number of nonzer-o coordinate places of x acd the tlistance d(x, y) 
between x and y, X, y E V,(q) is d(x, y) = w(x - y). An (n, M, q, %) code C is a 
subs& of V,(q), ICI = A4, such that 
d = min d( Ic, y) 
%.yEC 
X.lY 
md if C is a ::ubspace of dimension k ia is called a linear (n, k) code. If C is a 
linear code then its drlal c’, is defined by 
C’= (y E t;,(q) ! (_q y) = Q, vx E r) 
where (x. y) is the usual inner product defined over GF(q) and ICI IC’( = q” and C’ 
is also linear. The l,veight enumerator of the linear code C is defined as 
I%‘&, y) = 2 A&‘-‘y’ 
i==O 
where ,$ is the 1’ ~:nber of elements of weight i. A convenient reference for the 
theory of weight I?;:amera50n is Sloane [Z]. If the weight enumerator of C’ is 
given by 
W&X, y) := 2 Bixn-iyl 
i=O 
then an extremely useful set of equations, the MaeWilliams identities, state tkat 
kre C i2 a linear (n, k) code. rA n cqrliwalent siaternent is the equation 
yi”-‘, #Z() ’ r &-p~ (R-i’,,ij. i=. n-r! r=O,l,..., n. (3.1) 
Fr partkuiarly heresting class .>F code b a:.: the self-dual codes for which C = C’ 
;tnc’ /c-l = /p* F i~ this case ths: weight emmerator satisfies the identity 
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Self-dual codes which have regular gaps in their weight structure tend to be 
interesting both !!rom a group theory and combinatorial theory point of view. In 
thii regard Gleason and Fierce (as quoted in [3]) showed that if a self-dual code 
over GF(q) has dthe weight d every codeword divisible by c then there are only 
flour possibilities for the pairs (4, c), namely (2,2), (2,4), (3,3) and (4,2). For the 
remainder of this section we consider the weight enumeration of ce;tain codes 
over GF(4) all of whose weights are divisible by 2. 
The conjugate of a primitive element of GF(4), w, is w2. If all weigh s of a code 
C over GF(4) are even then Cc C’ the conjugate code, and if dim C= n/2 then 
C = C’ [4]. For such codes it is also known that the maximal min;mum distance is 
2[rr/6] + 2 and. a code which achieves this bound is called extremal. We determine 
the weight enumerator of these extremal codes for the special case n = 6rn. The 
other cases are equally simple. 
From the first 2m + 2 equations of the MacWilliams identities (3.1’) 
since by assumption A0 = i *urd Ai = 0, 1 - I C ’ d 2m + 1. After some rearrangement, 
using the fact that Ai = 0, i o&d., we obtain 
Ahm..__2i =: r=O,1,...,2m+l 
a set of 2m i-2 equations in 2m unknowns. Taking the first 2m of these equations 
and using Lemma 3, 
A6m_2, =2y’haf0, 2,i6k”‘)(4’“-” - l), 1=0,1,...,2m-1 
k=O 
(3.2) 
The Assmus-Mattson theorem [S] gides sufficient conditions on the cock for 
certain weight classes to support t-designs. Using these conditions on the present 
code it is seen that, since the number of nonzero weights less than or equal to 
6m -5 is 2m -- 3 and d - 5 = 2m - 3, then all vectors of weight M;, 2~1 + 2 s M’ -Z c‘,, 
support 5-desi:;ns, where 11~ is the largest integer for which L’(,--[v,,I’.J]< 3)~ + 2. 
Equation (3.2) is useiuf for investigating the propelri;s ,;: such codes. F<Jr 
example it has ken sholwrr [4) that A?,,, 2 > 0 implving that such a cotlc c~lnrlot 
have a minimum dktsince greater :t;a!; 3r?z~ 2 It \;kx LtlW ih!>\VTl tht?rC that 
A ZmA4<0 for iz - =- 102, riling out the possibillt~/ ot‘ the e:-~istence bf codes of thcsc 
k?l@?S. 

